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Native defects in cuprous oxide Cu2O are investigated by using first-principles calculations based on
density-functional theory. Considering the formation of copper and oxygen vacancies, antisites and interstitials,
and a copper split-vacancy complex defect, we analyze the electronic structure and calculate their respective
formation energies as a function of the change in Fermi level under both copper-rich and oxygen-rich condi-
tions. We find that, under both growth conditions, the defect with the lowest formation energy is the simple
copper vacancy, followed by the copper split-vacancy complex. Both low-energy copper defects produce hole
states at the top of the valence band, largely accounting for the p-type conductivity in this material. In spite of
the creation of dangling bonds at the nearest-neighbor O atoms, these copper defects are found to be spin
neutral. Under oxygen-rich conditions, oxygen interstitials have low formation energies and are found to
exhibit a ferromagnetic ordering with a total magnetic moment of 1.38B and 1.36B at the octahedral and
tetrahedral sites, respectively. Considering the possibility of native defect formation at the surface of this
material, we investigate the relative stability of both low- and high-index copper-oxide surfaces by comparing
their surface free energies as a function of the change in oxygen chemical potential. Using the technique of ab
initio atomistic thermodynamics, we then correlate the dependence of the calculated Gibbs free-surface energy
as a function of oxygen pressure and temperature via the oxygen chemical potential. We identify two low-
energy surface structures, namely, Cu2O110 :CuO and Cu2O111-CuCUS, with the former marginally more
stable for oxygen-rich conditions and the latter more stable for oxygen-lean or copper-rich conditions.
Cu2O110 :CuO is calculated to be nonmagnetic and Cu2O111-CuCUS is calculated to be a ferromagnetic
ordering, with a total magnetic moment of 0.91B per defect. With the results for both bulk and surface native
defects, we find that under oxygen-lean conditions, a ferromagnetic behavior could be attributed mainly to
copper vacancy formation in the 111 surface of Cu2O while under oxygen-rich conditions, low-energy bulk
oxygen interstitial defects induce a ferromagnetic character in the same material. This highlights the comple-
mentary role of bulk and surface native magnetic defects under different pressure and temperature conditions,
especially at the nanoparticle scale where surface properties dominate.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.035205 PACS numbers: 71.55.i, 71.20.b, 72.20.Jv, 72.80.Jc
I. INTRODUCTION
The catalytic and semiconducting properties of cuprous
oxide Cu2O have recently been studied with great interest
see e.g., Refs. 1–8 and references therein. With regards to
its catalytic properties, the O/Cu system i.e., oxidic nano-
structures of Cu is known to facilitate oxidation reactions,
suggesting that it has potential as an economical alternative
for the rare and high-cost noble metals in various catalytic
systems.3–5,9–12 Our recent study on the O/Cu111 system13
has predicted that, under technical catalytic conditions of gas
pressures and temperatures, the thermodynamically favored
phase is that of the bulk oxide. Hence the oxide Cu2O should
be considered as one of the key active catalytic phases in
technologically relevant reactions. Regarding its semicon-
ducting properties, its p-type conductivity arises from the
existence of holes in the valence band VB.1,7,14 With an
increased interest in the design of transparent electronics us-
ing p-type conductive oxides, it is found that by alloying
Cu2O with other metal oxides such as SrO or Al2O3, the
resultant material is both transparent and conducting, hence
making its alloys potential candidates for developing trans-
parent conducting electronic devices.7
Concurrently, with the recent pursuit for spintronics-
related technology,15,16 magnetic oxide semiconductors are
receiving much attention as potential candidate materials of
interest and promoting the rather new and exciting field of
“oxide spintronics.” 17–24 Oxides, unlike the III–V com-
pounds, tend to exhibit a much higher Curie temperature
when doped and can accommodate a much higher doping
concentration of magnetic impurity atoms.24 More interest-
ingly, some oxides that are traditionally thought to be “non-
magnetic” have recently been shown to exhibit relatively
large intrinsic magnetic moments, i.e., without the inten-
tional introduction of magnetic dopants.25–30 This has
prompted many researchers to re-investigate the fundamen-
tal properties of such semiconducting oxides, focusing
largely on their deviation from natural stoichiometry and the
role of native defects. In relation to Cu2O, Yermakov and
co-workers31,32 have found that nanocrystalline powder
samples of nonstoichiometric Cu2O i.e., Cu2−O exhibit
magnetic hysteresis properties of up to 400 K, suggesting
ferromagnetic behavior. These nanoparticles are of 10–100
nm in size and their magnetic properties are reported to be
highly dependent on the oxygen concentration during their
formation. The nature and origin of magnetism observed for
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these nanoparticles are still largely unknown. The authors
only suggest that the possible origin of this observed intrinsic
magnetism is due to the nonstoichiometry of the sample.
Native point defects and/or complexes are speculated to be
responsible for the observed magnetic properties. Given
these aspects and the high technological importance of cop-
per oxide, it calls for an in-depth investigation and under-
standing of the behavior and role of bulk native defects, as
well as the surface properties of this material. In addition,
being in the same family as copper-oxide-based supercon-
ductors, having a firm knowledge of the electronic structure
of this “simple” metal oxide could well shed some light on
our present knowledge of their more complex “cousins”—
the copper-oxide-based superconductors e.g., yttrium-
barium-copper oxides.
The first part of this work will investigate the role of
native defects in bulk Cu2O and their influence on the elec-
tronic structure of this material. It has been established
experimentally33–35 and theoretically7,8,14 that the dominant
point defects in cuprous oxide under varying oxygen condi-
tions are both neutral and singly negatively charged copper
vacancies. As reported, both the electronic and magnetic
properties of Cu2O is sensitively influenced by its sub-
stoichiometry and growth conditions,31–34 thus reinforcing
the need to investigate how deviation from its natural stoichi-
ometry i.e., in the presence of native defects will affect
these properties and thus functionality in Cu2O. Using the
projector-augmented-wave PAW method and the general-
ized gradient approximation GGA, Nolan and Elliott7 per-
formed density-functional theory DFT calculations, inves-
tigating the p-type conduction mechanism in Cu2O, and
concluded that the p-type semiconducting properties seen in
Cu2O are attributed to small concentrations of Cu vacancies.
Another DFT-GGA study within the same PAW framework
by Raebiger et al.14 also demonstrates that Cu2O is indeed
intrinsically cation deficient due to the presence of Cu vacan-
cies that act as shallow and efficient hole producers. How-
ever, an in-depth study of its defect-associated magnetic
properties is still lacking. Thus in this work, we then proceed
to investigate the magnetic properties of both the low-energy
bulk defects as well as that of low-energy surfaces of Cu2O
identified in our previous study.36 In addition, we also report
the energetics and magnetic properties of two high-index sur-
faces, namely, Cu2O210 and Cu2O311. Having investi-
gated both bulk and surface properties, we then attempt to
show that the multifarious magnetic behavior of this material
could possibly originate from different sources under differ-
ent oxygen atmospheres.
II. METHOD AND APPROACHES
All calculations are performed using DFT and the GGA of
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof PBE Ref. 37 for the
exchange-correlation functional as implemented in the all-
electron DMol3 code. The DMol3 method employs fast con-
verging three-dimensional numerical integrations to calculate
the matrix elements occurring in the Ritz variational method.
The wave functions are expanded in terms of a double-
numerical quality localized basis set with a real-space cutoff
of 9 bohr. Polarization functions and scalar-relativistic cor-
rections are incorporated explicitly. More details of the
DMol3 code can be found elsewhere.38,39 Bulk defect calcu-
lations are mainly performed using 48-atom supercells see
Fig. 1j, i.e., a 222a unit cell where a is the lattice
constant. Selected convergence tests are performed using
larger supercells, namely, 96- e.g., Fig. 1k, 144-, and 162-
atom supercells, which are reported in Sec. III. The
Brillouin-zone BZ integration is performed using
Monkhorst-Pack grids of 666 with 10 k points in the
irreducible part of the BZ for the 48-atom supercell. For the
other supercells, the grids have been folded to obtain the
same sampling of reciprocal space. The positions of all at-
oms are fully relaxed until the force acting on each atom is
less than 0.3 mHa/bohr 0.015 eV /Å. These parameters
were chosen to ensure that calculated energies are well con-
verged, such that changing the k-point grid from 66
6 to 777 yields no change in the formation energy
of Cu2O and increasing the real-space cutoff parameter from
9 to 10 bohr changes the same quantity by less than 10 meV.
FIG. 1. Color online Optimized atomic geometry of native
defects in the 48-atom Cu2O supercell: a Cuioct, b Cuitet, c
CuO, d OCu, e Oioct, f Oitet, g VCu, h VO, and i VCuS. j
and k shows the stoichiometric 48-atom and 96-atom Cu2O super-
cells, respectively. l depicts the local environment of the Cu split
vacancy VCus which comprises one interstitial Cu inserted in be-
tween two VCu. Copper atoms are shown as large orange spheres,
and oxygen atoms as the smaller red spheres.
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The description of the basis set used is further elaborated on
in Refs. 13 and 36. To investigate the magnetic properties of
the considered defects, all calculations are performed em-
ploying spin polarization in the 48-atom supercell. To simu-
late an antiferromagnetic solution, we use the 96-atom super-
cell i.e., double the 48-atom supercell in the c direction and
enforce opposite spins on adjacent defects in the same cell.
The formation energy40 Hfq of a native defect in
charge state q i.e., q takes a positive number when electrons
are transferred from the system to the reservoirs in forming
the defect, and vice versa is expressed as
HfD,q = EdefD,q − Ebulk + 
i
nii
+ qEF + VBM
bulk + vD 1
where EdefD ,q is the total energy of the supercell contain-
ing the defect D, Ebulk is the total energy of the correspond-
ing reference supercell containing the pure bulk crystal i.e.,
without the considered defect, and ni and i are the number
of atoms and chemical potential of species i where i is Cu or
O, respectively. ni takes a positive negative value when the
species i is removed from added to the system. EF is the
Fermi energy level which is set to zero at the valence-band
maximum VBM, and VBM
bulk is the VBM eigenvalue of the
pure bulk crystal. For different defects, a proper lineup of the
potentials of the defect supercells with that of the bulk is
required. This is done by lining up the O 1s core energy level
core,1s
far D of the furthest O atom from the defect location,
which will have a bulklike environment with that in the bulk
cell, core,1s
bulk




With this definition, VBM
bulk +vD−core,1s
far D is then set to
be a constant for different defect cells. From Eq. 1, we can
define the electronic transition energy, q /q, at which the
formation energy HfD ,q of defect D at charge state q is





To obtain the transition energy level D ,q /q with re-
spect to the bulk VBM, we can use the relationship
D,q/q = D,q/q − VBM
bulk
− vD . 3
To relate the formation energy to its defect concentration
in the crystal, we refer to the following:41
c = NsitesNconfig exp− HfqkBT  . 4
That is, for a given temperature and in the limit of low con-
centrations, one can assume that defect concentrations obey
an Arrhenius type of behavior, which means that the loga-
rithms of concentrations are proportional to the formation
energies. A low value of the formation energy would then
indicate a high equilibrium concentration, c, of defects while
a high value implies a low concentration. In this case, Nsites is
defined as the number of sites in the crystal lattice per unit
volume that the defect can be incorporated into. For this
study we assume the number of equivalent configurations, in
which the defect can be incorporated Nconfig, to be one.
Strictly speaking, Eq. 4 is only obeyed under thermody-
namic equilibrium. Thus, considering that growth conditions
are typically far from thermal equilibrium, calculated forma-
tion energies can serve as a good alternative for the discus-
sion of defect “concentration” in the material. In this way,
high-energy defects are less likely to exist in the material and
the vice versa is true, as well.
The chemical potentials depend on the experimental con-
ditions under which the material is grown. In order to deter-
mine these quantities, we invoke the relationship 2Cu+O
=Cu2O on the assumption that both Cu and O species are in
thermal equilibrium with Cu2O. In reality, again, growth
conditions could well be far from equilibrium. In addition,
the chemical potentials must satisfy the following boundary
conditions: O
1
2O2 and CuCubulk. This is to ensure
that Cu2O is thermodynamically stable with respect to the
formation of O2 or bulk Cu. Under specific growth condi-
tions, namely, under oxygen-rich and copper-rich conditions,





2O2 =0 and that of Cu, Cu, to be Cubulk i.e.,
Cu=Cu−Cubulk=0, respectively. In this work, we re-
strict ourselves to these chemical-potential limits whereby
higher oxides of Cu, namely, Cu4O3 metastable and CuO,
are not considered due to the complexity of the electronic
structure of these two higher oxides and would require post-
DFT approaches, such as DFT+U.14
To calculate the various Cu2O surfaces, we use surface
supercells containing symmetric slabs with inversion sym-
metry with 15–19 atomic layers ranging from 30 to 56
atoms for the low-index surfaces. These correspond to a slab
thickness of about 11, 24, and 18 Å for the 111, 110, and
100 surfaces of Cu2O, respectively. These slabs are consid-
erably thicker than required for the convergence of surface
properties as we investigate the formation of subsurface de-
fects up to the third or fourth atomic-layer deep. Typically,
the surface energies of the 111, 110, and 100 surfaces of
Cu2O are well converged to 10 meV /Å2 with slab thick-
nesses of about 8, 20, and 14 Å, respectively.36 In addition
to these low-index terminations, we have also explicitly con-
sidered the next higher-index oxide surfaces, namely,
Cu2O210 and Cu2O311 see Figs. 7c and 7d. These
so-called microfaceted oxide surfaces could offer an initial
step toward understanding the surface properties of polycrys-
talline samples of Cu2O. For these two surfaces, we align the
c axis of the supercell in the direction of the high-index
crystallographic surface, i.e., 210 and 311, respectively.
Thus it is not straight forward to describe the thickness of the
slabs used in atomic layers; rather we report a slab thickness
of 19 62 atoms in the slab and 14 Å 68 atoms in the
slab for the high-index Cu2O210 and Cu2O311 surfaces,
respectively. These slab thicknesses are comparable to those
typically used for the low-indexed surfaces. For all surfaces,
a 30–40 Å vacuum region is used between adjacent slabs.
For the low-index surfaces, all surfaces are fully relaxed
while keeping the innermost three center layers fixed at the
bulk values, while for the two high-index surfaces, the inner-
most layers corresponding to a thickness of 6 and 4 Å
for Cu2O210 and Cu2O311, respectively, are kept fixed.
The BZ integration is performed using Monkhorst-Pack grids
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of 881, 1261, and 12121 with 10, 18,
and 42 k points in the irreducible part of the BZ for the
111, 110, and 100 surface unit cells, respectively. For
both Cu2O210 and Cu2O311, a Monkhorst-Pack grid of
841 with 16 k points in the irreducible part of the BZ
is used. For all low-index orientations we have verified that
using thicker slabs does not result in any significant changes
i.e., 1 meV /Å2 for the surface energy.36 With these basis
sets, the surface energies of different low-index oxide sur-
faces are converged to within 2 meV /Å2 regarding k points
and real-space cutoff parameter.36 Due to the complexity of
the high-index surfaces as well as our prior experience with
the low-index surfaces of Cu2O, we restrict ourselves to the
above-mentioned slab thicknesses and k-point grids.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Structural properties of Cu2O
Cu2O crystallizes in a cuprite structure with space-group
Pn3¯m.42 Each Cu atom is linearly coordinated to two oxygen
atoms, and all oxygen atoms are tetrahedrally surrounded by
four Cu atoms. Cu2O is a direct band-gap semiconductor
with a calculated DFT band gap of 0.46 eV which is in very
good agreement with other theoretical DFT-GGA values of
0.43 Ref. 14 and 0.47 eV.7 The well-established experimen-
tal value43 is 2.17 eV and typically is significantly larger than
that obtained by DFT-GGA or the local-density approxima-
tion. We found the optimized lattice constant, bulk modulus,
and heat of formation for cuprous oxide to be 4.32 Å, 103.7
GPa, and 1.24 eV, respectively, as previously reported.13
These are in good agreement with corresponding experimen-
tal values of 4.27 Å, 112 GPa, and 1.75 eV,44–47 although
the GGA underestimates the heat of formation by about 30%.
This can in part be attributed to the overestimation of the
binding energy of the oxygen molecule. For details regarding
the calculation of bulk Cu and O2, we refer to Refs. 13 and
36.
B. Native defects in bulk Cu2O
We have considered the formation of native point defects,
namely, copper VCu and oxygen VO vacancies, copper
CuO and oxygen OCu antisites, and copper Cuioct,
Cuitet and oxygen Oioct and Oitet interstitials at two dif-
ferent sites, namely, the octahedral with subscript “oct” and
tetrahedral with subscript “tet”. The octahedral interstitial
site has the interstitial atom surrounded by six nearest Cu
atoms and likewise, for the tetrahedral site, it will be sur-
rounded by four Cu atoms. An antisite is created by replacing
a Cu atom with an O atom, and vice versa, i.e., an oxygen in
a metal-atom site. In addition, we considered a so-called cop-
per split-vacancy complex defect, denoted by VCus.7,8,14
This defect see Figs. 1i and 1l can be understood as
the insertion of an interstitial copper atom in between two
VCu, and hence a defect complex. This results in a local ge-
ometry distortion about the Cu vacancy site, VCu, i.e., a struc-
tural displacement of a copper atom next to a VCu toward the
vacant site such that it becomes coordinated to four oxygen
atoms i.e., two of which were previously coordinated to the
displaced copper atom.
1. Electronic structure of native defects
As reported above, the DFT-calculated band gap of Cu2O
0.46 eV is notably smaller than the experimental value
2.17 eV. Post-DFT corrections e.g., with DFT+U or with
the GW approximation applied to DFT-GGA results would
typically give rise to a larger band gap14,48–52 that is closer to
the experimentally observed one. In this work, the correc-
tions applied to the formation energy is the v correction
based on core levels, as well as the Cu2O band-gap correc-
tion due to Raebiger et al.14 In Ref. 14, the band gap of Cu2O
was corrected by applying an effective Hubbard U=6 eV on
the Cu 3d states within the GGA+U approach. This conse-
quently pushes the VBM down by 0.32 eV, with the
conduction-band maximum CBM arbitrarily extrapolated
to match the experimental band gap of 2.1 eV. For our work,
using the same band-gap correction value, we rigidly shift
the VBM to lower energies by 0.32 eV. Taking these correc-
tions into account, we find that our calculated relative forma-
tion energies of the native defects are qualitatively in good
agreement with other reported theoretical values which will
be explained and discussed in a later section of this work.
For stoichiometric bulk Cu2O, the calculated projected
density of states PDOS in Fig. 2a shows that the VBM
states i.e., slightly below EF to −5 eV are predominantly
Cu 3d in character, with some Cu 3d−O 2p hybridization at
0–2 eV. For states lying much lower in the valence band
from −5 to −7.5 eV, hybridization of the Cu 3d and O 2p
states can be seen as well with a larger component of O 2p
derived states. The lowest energy CBM states are of largely
delocalized Cu 4s character. This is inline with previous the-
oretical studies.14,48,49,53 We then examine the electronic
structure of the various defects considered. To help identify
the possible charge states for a given defect as well as to aid
discussion, we summarized the defect-induced Kohn-Sham
energy levels for the neutral state in a 48-atom supercell as
a schematic energy diagram in Fig. 3.
Turning first to the interstitial and antisite defects, both
Cuioct and Cuitet introduces a singlet s-like band close to
the middle of the band gap, occupied with one electron and
is hybridized with the CBM. This half-occupied defect band
makes the copper interstitials amphoteric, i.e., having the
ability to act both as a donor allowing a +1 charge state and
an acceptor i.e., affording a −1 charge state. The Cui 3d
states are deep in the valence band from −1 to −5 eV and
are largely delocalized. The Cu antisite CuO, on the other
hand, induces defect states both deep in the valence band and
a singly occupied triplet state in the conduction band. Due to
the band filling of DFT, this electron is artificially placed at
the CBM. Knowing that the GGA band gap is underesti-
mated, it is possible that a more accurate description of the
band structure may find that this defect level drops into the
band gap, leading to the possibility of being negatively
charged.
Both Oioct and Oitet exhibit rather similar behavior to
each other. These two native defects introduce two localized
states: one unoccupied singlet state in the band gap and an-
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other fully occupied doubly-degenerate state close to the top
of the valence band. This defect thus acts as an acceptor
which affords charge states of −1 and −2. In addition, a deep
localized state at −4.5 eV is also induced by these oxy-
gen interstitial defects. Unlike the interstitials, the O antisite,
OCu, introduces a hole in a doubly-degenerate state at the
VBM, thus acting as a single acceptor i.e., affords a −1
charge state.
Creation of a copper vacancy, VCu, in Cu2O introduces
two equivalent oxygen atoms Od with unsaturated dangling
bonds around the vacancy. Od 2p states are found to domi-
nate the electronic states around −4 to −5 eV from EF,
with a smaller contribution at around −1.5 to 0 eV. To un-
derstand the contribution of these states to the full band
structure, we project the contributions of the Od 2p states
over the full band structure over a wider energy range in Fig.
4a. The bands around −4 to −5 eV dotted are flat, dis-
tinctive of a localized defect state deep in the valence band.
VCu generates a hole in a doubly-degenerate band at the
VBM indicated in Fig. 3, making it a single acceptor i.e.,
allowing −1 charge state. To investigate the character of this
hole state, we plot the wave functions of this partially occu-
pied band at the 	 point see Fig. 4b and find that it is
largely delocalized. In contrast, the state deep in the valence
band at the 	 point and 4 eV, see Fig. 4c is largely local-
ized around the vacancy. This implies that the hole produced
by VCu “floats up” to the top of VBM and occupies a delo-
calized valence-band-like perturbed-host state PHS.14,54
Unlike VCu, the split-vacancy complex, VCus induces a half-
filled singlet state at the VBM, having the hybrid character-
istics of both VCu and Cui, acting as a single acceptor i.e.,
allowing −1 charge state.
On the other hand, creating an oxygen vacancy, VO, ex-
plicitly forms four equivalent copper atoms Cud with un-
saturated dangling bonds around the vacancy. Cud 3d states
are largely delocalized over the energy range of −1 to
−5 eV from EF, producing no localized defect-induced
states in either the valence band nor the band gap. In contrast
to the copper vacancy VO introduces a fully occupied singlet
state deep in the valence band and an empty triplet state
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FIG. 2. Color online Spin-restricted projected density of states
for a bulk Cu2O, b Oioct, and c Oitet. The Fermi level is
indicated by the vertical dashed line at 0 eV. High density of states
at the Fermi level is seen for both oxygen defects, suggesting pos-
sible ferromagnetic behavior see text for discussion.
Cui(oct ) Cui(tet ) CuO
+ OCu
- Oi(oct ) Oi(tet ) VCu VCu(s) VO
VBM
CBM
FIG. 3. Color online Schematic representation of the defect-
induced energy levels in a 48-atom Cu2O supercell for the neutral
charge state. The blue-shaded darker area represents the conduc-
tion band and the pink-shaded lighter area the valence band. Filled
and open circles denote electrons and holes, respectively. The Cu
antisite, CuO, is stable only in the +1 charge state, with the removed
electron shown in a pale shade in the conduction band. The O
antisite, OCu, is also stable only in the −1 charge state, with the
added electron shown in a darker shade in the valence band.
FIG. 4. Color online The band structure with band character
analysis of Cu2O:VCu is plotted in a, with the solid lines repre-
senting the bands of the defect system and dots showing the weight
by dot size of the contribution, by the nearest-neighbor oxygen
atoms with unsaturated dangling bonds around the vacancy Od 2p,
to the full band structure; b the wave function of the partially
filled band at the 	 point, showing a delocalized nature of the hole
state generated by VCu; c likewise for the deep localized defect
state at 4 eV deep in the valence band. For b and c, copper atoms
are shown as lighter spheres, and oxygen atoms as the darker
spheres.
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incapable of acting as an acceptor; thus this defect is consid-
ered charge neutral and is not able to compensate any holes
produced.
2. Atomic structure of native defects
The optimized atomic geometry of the native defects is
shown in Fig. 1. For comparison, we first note that the cal-
culated bond distance between a Cu atom and its nearest O
atom, dCu-O, in bulk Cu2O is 1.87 Å, and the calculated bond
distance between the two nearest Cu atoms, dCu-Cu, in bulk
Cu is 2.58 Å.13,36 For Cuioct in the neutral charge state, we
find that the bond distance of a Cu-O atom pair in the host
lattice surrounding the defect, dCu-O, undergoes a maximum
bond stretch of 3.5% resulting in a value of 1.94 Å and a
resulting bond distance of 2.46 Å between the interstitial Cu
and its neighboring host Cu atoms, dCui-Cu. The latter dis-
tance is 4.5% less than that of dCu-Cu. For the −1 charge state,
the corresponding changes for dCu-O and dCui-Cu are 3.7%
stretch and a bond length of 2.45 Å, respectively, while
those for the +1 charge state are 3.7% for dCu-O, with a dis-
tance of 2.47 Å for dCui-Cu. For Cuitet, the changes in both
dCu-O and dCui-Cu exhibit a similar trend to that of Cuioct
where, in the neutral charge state, a larger maximum bond
stretch of dCu-O 7.2% and a similar value for dCui-Cu
=2.44 Å is found. This is, in part, a consequence of a
smaller volume experienced by the interstitial Cu atom in the
tetrahedral site, thus a larger distortion to the host lattice.
For the oxygen interstitials in the neutral charge states, in
the case of Oioct, the bond distance between the interstitial
oxygen and the nearest-neighbor Cu atoms surrounding the
defect dCu-Oi has an average value of 2.18 Å, which is 16.8%
larger than that found for dCu-O of the bulk host lattice. A
much smaller value of 1.98 Å is found in Oitet, i.e., a cor-
responding deviation of 6.1%. Likewise, this difference can
be explained by the fact that the octahedral interstitial site
has a larger volume than that of the tetrahedral interstitial
site, hence enforcing a more compact dCu-O in Oitet. The
Cu-O atom-pair distance, dCu-O, in the host lattice surround
the oxygen defect is on average 1.93 Å, resulting in 3%
stretch. For Oioct in the −1 and −2 charge states, the dCu-O
bond distance remains relatively constant, with a value of
2.18 and 2.19 Å, respectively. The changes in dCu-O for
Oitet are also negligible, having a value of 2.00 Å for both
the −1 and −2 charge states.
With regards to the copper antisite, CuO, we consider the
nearest bond distance between CuO and Cu from the host
lattice dCuO-Cu, and the nearest Cu-O bond in the coordination
sphere of the host lattice, dCu-O. For the +1 charge state, the
values of dCuO-Cu and dCu-O are found to be 2.21 and 1.87 Å,
respectively. As for the oxygen antisite, OCu, the bond dis-
tance between the antisite defect and the nearest O atom,
dOCu-O, and the nearest Cu-O bond in the coordination sphere
of the host lattice, dCu-O, is considered. In its −1 charge state,
we obtain dCu-O to be 1.85 Å, i.e., a small contraction of
1.1% from the bulk value and dOCu-O is 1.91 Å. In compari-
son to the calculated bond length of the oxygen molecule
1.22 Å,13 dOCu-O is 57% longer.
Turning to the vacancies, we begin with the simple copper
vacancy, VCu. We define dOd-Od as the distance between the
two unsaturated O Od atoms around the copper vacancy
and similarly, dCu-O as the distance between the nearest Cu-O
atom pair in the host lattice. For the neutral charge state,
dOd-Od is found to be 3.52 Å which is 5.8% shorter than the
nearest O-O bond distance in bulk Cu2O 3.74 Å. dCu-O is
found to be 1.84 Å, i.e., a contraction of 1.4% from ideal. In
its −1 charge state, the corresponding values are 3.49 and
1.85 Å for dOd-Od and dCu-O, respectively. Hence adding an
additional negative charge to this defect draws the two Od
atoms closer and thus lengthens the nearest host Cu-O bond
distances slightly. For the neutral copper split-vacancy com-
plex, VCus, the distance between the inserted copper atom
see Fig. 1l and the nearest host O atoms is found to be
2.16 Å while that between the nearest host Cu-O atom pair
on average is 1.88 Å. In its −1 charge state, the correspond-
ing values remain fairly constant.
The last native defect considered is the oxygen vacancy
which exists only in the neutral charge state. We consider the
distance between the four unsaturated Cu atoms Cud due to
the vacancy shown in Fig. 1h as the four-atom tetrahedron
cluster as dCud-Cud. This is found to be 2.52 Å which is 2.3%
shorter than the Cu-Cu distance found in bulk Cu 2.58 Å.
The distance between Cud and its neighboring O atom is
2.01 Å, and that between the nearest Cu-O atom pair in the
host lattice dCu-O is 1.90 Å. To investigate if such clustering
of Cu atoms is favorable in Cu2O upon the formation of
oxygen vacancy defects, we perform two calculations in a
144-atom supercell, containing 2 VO defects: 1 A near-
neighbor NN configuration: with two VO placed adjacent to
each other, such that the two tetrahedron Cu4 cluster is joined
by one apex, and 2 a far-neighbor FN configuration: with
two VO maximally separated from each other 9 Å apart.
We find that the total-energy difference between the NN and
FN configurations is 13.5 meV per oxygen vacancy, with the
FN configuration being more favorable. This serves as an
indication that perhaps clustering of oxygen vacancies may
not be favored while noting that such small energy differ-
ences could well be overcome at high growth temperatures.
Similar to the single VO, both configurations are do not in-
duce defect states in the gap.
3. Formation energy and stability of native bulk defects
To ascertain the error incurred from the supercell effect,
we initially perform convergence tests for the formation en-
ergy of the copper vacancy the lowest energy defect, as
described below for the neutral charge state using various
supercells of increasing size. The results under copper-rich
conditions are reported in Table I, also presenting the for-
mation energies of VCus, Oioct, and Oitet in the 48-atom
supercell. For comparison, we have included reported values
of the formation energies of these defects from Refs. 7 and
14. In Table I, it can be seen that, increasing from the 48-
atom to the 96-atom supercell, the defect formation energy of
the neutral charge state decreases from 0.47 to 0.42 eV i.e.,
by 0.05 eV, and increasing further from the 96-atom to the
144-atom supercell, it lowers by yet another 0.08 eV to a
value of 0.34 eV. This value again decreases marginally to
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0.28 eV when increased to the 162-atom supercell. This
clearly shows that, in principle, a rather large supercell is
required to achieve absolute convergence. However, by plot-
ting the calculated formation energies for all considered de-
fects as a function of the Fermi energy in Fig. 5 and com-
paring that to the recent work of Raebiger et al. see Fig. 3 in
Ref. 14, we find that the qualitative trend regarding the rela-
tive stability of the various defects is already captured when
using the 48-atom supercell. Also from Table I, it is noted
that reported values in this work appear to be lower by 0.22
eV than that found by Raebiger et al.14 which uses the DFT-
GGA approach including additional corrections such as tak-
ing the image charge effect due to the supercell approach and
band-filling effect for shallow defects. We tentatively at-
tribute our differences to these additional corrections. Nev-
ertheless, our value for the formation energy of VCu is in
good agreement with that reported by Nolan et al.,7 using
conventional DFT-GGA, which is assuring. Overall, our cal-
culated relative defect formation energy for the two copper
vacancies and two oxygen interstitials are comparable with
other theoretical works7,14 and will not change any qualita-
tive trends identified in this work.
Having established the justifications as well as limita-
tions of our current study, we present the defect formation
energies of the various considered native defects as a func-
tion of EF under copper-rich and oxygen-rich conditions in
Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively. For clarity, we have not
plotted the full straight line for each charged state of each
defect but show only the section where that charge state is
lower in energy than all other charge states. Therefore, the
change in slope of the lines represents a change in the
charge state of the defect cf. Eq. 1. We note that the
relative difference in the formation energies of the native
defects between the oxygen-rich and copper-rich conditions,
EOR-CR, is expressed as
EOR-CR = NCu2 − NOHCu2Of , 5
where NCu and NO are the difference in the number of Cu
and O atoms between the defect-containing supercell and the
ideal reference supercell. HCu2O
f is the heat of formation of
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. We also report the
electronic transition levels for the various considered native
defects in Cu2O in Table II, as defined by Eq. 3.
Under both copper- and oxygen-rich growth conditions
see Fig. 5, the simple copper vacancy has the lowest for-
mation energy. Even under copper-rich conditions, its forma-
tion energy for the neutral charge state has a value of 0.47 eV
while the next lowest energy defect is the copper split-
vacancy complex, being less favorable by 0.31 eV for its
corresponding neutral charge state. From Table II, the calcu-
lated 0 /−1 for VCu and VCus are 0.18 and 0.20 eV,
respectively. The corresponding values reported by Raebiger
et al.14 is slightly higher, being 0.28 and 0.30 eV. These
theoretical values are found to be comparatively lower than
the experimental value of 0.45 eV, determined by deep-level
transient spectroscopy.55 In this work, Paul et al.55 also iden-
tified another lower trap level of 0.25 eV and have tenta-
tively assigned that as a Cu divacancy. Referring to Table I,
it is evident that the formation energy of VCu decreases with
increasing supercell size. This is indicative of a repulsive
TABLE I. Defect formation energies in eV of VCu, VCus,
Oitet, and Oioct in the neutral charge state under copper-rich con-
ditions. The size of Cu2O supercells are shown in parenthesis, e.g.,
48 represents a 48-atom supercell. PAW-DFTPBE denotes the
projector-augmented-wave method with the PBE approximation to
the DFT exchange-correlation functional.
VCu VCus Oitet Oioct
Present work 48 0.47 0.78 1.47 1.90
Present work 96 0.42
Present work 144 0.34
Present work 162 0.28
Raebiger et al. 96a 0.7 1.0 1.3 1.8
Nolan et al. 48b 0.41
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FIG. 5. Color online Defect formation energies for native de-
fects in a 48-atom Cu2O supercell as a function of the Fermi energy
under a copper-rich and b oxygen-rich conditions. Following
Ref. 14, the VBM is adjusted by pushing down the DFT-derived
VBM by 0.32 eV while extending the CBM to match the experi-
mental band gap of 2.17 eV. EF=0 now corresponds to the VBM
after this adjustment. The dashed vertical gray lines define the oth-
erwise smaller DFT-calculated band gap.
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VCu−VCu interaction and suggests that copper vacancies
would not prefer to cluster, assuming they would form ho-
mogeneously. Interestingly, under oxygen-rich growth condi-
tions, oxygen interstitial defects, in addition to the two
above-mentioned copper vacancies, are also low-energy de-
fects, having a formation energy of 0.29 and 0.73 eV for
Oitet and Oioct, respectively, in the neutral charge state. To
examine if the oxygen interstitial defects prefer to cluster,
using Oioct as an example, we find also that the formation
energy of this defect in the neutral charge state in a 144-
atom supercell is 21.1 meV more favorable than that in the
48-atom supercell, indicating a repulsive interaction between
Oioct defects. Similarly to the copper vacancy, the oxygen
interstitials are unlikely to form cluster defect complexes.
In order to have prevalent p-type conductivity in this ma-
terial, the concentration of defects that compensate any holes
produced should be kept low, i.e., suppressing the formation
of hole killers.14 In Cu2O, such defect species are the copper
interstitials Cuioct and Cuitet and copper antisite CuO.
Even though the oxygen vacancy has a rather low formation
energy under copper-rich conditions, it is only stable in the
neutral charge state, rendering it unable to compensate any
holes produced. Similarly, copper interstitials have signifi-
cantly higher formation energies under both growth condi-
tions; hence their defect concentrations are negligible com-
pared to hole producers such as VCu. Finding a similar trend
to Ref. 14, the formation energies of the copper vacancies
and oxygen interstitials are lowered while that of the oxygen
vacancy and copper interstitials are increased, when going
from the copper-rich conditions to oxygen-rich conditions.
However, from Table II, we observe that the transition levels
for both interstitial oxygen are much higher than that of the
copper vacancies, thus rendering them harder to ionize than
the copper vacancies. Their tendency to form under oxygen-
rich conditions will not contribute to the prevalent p-type
conductivity in this material. From this analysis, it is now
apparent why cuprous oxide is commonly known as a subs-
toichiometric semiconductor.33,34
4. Magnetic structure of low-energy defects
Having identified the low-energy native defects under
copper-rich and oxygen-rich conditions, namely, the single
copper vacancy, copper split-vacancy complex and two oxy-
gen interstitials, we now investigate their magnetic structure
and properties. For each of these bulk defects, we first per-
form a spin-polarized calculation in a 48-atom supercell, re-
laxing all atoms in the cell. We find that VCu and VCus are
nonmagnetic for both the neutral and −1 charge state. Thus
for the bulk material, despite having such low formation en-
ergies i.e., should exist in high concentrations under growth
conditions, these copper defects are not responsible for the
experimentally observed magnetism.31,32
On the other hand, the oxygen interstitial defects Oioct
and Oitet are found to be magnetic. We first examine the
magnetic properties for the neutral defects before proceeding
to the charged defects. Similar total magnetic moments of
1.38B and 1.36B are found for the Oioct and Oitet neutral
defect systems. The spin densities and spin-resolved PDOS
for these two defects are shown in Fig. 6. We can clearly see
that the spin densities of these two oxygen interstitial defects
TABLE II. Calculated transition levels, q /q cf. Eq. 3
in eV for the various considered native defects in Cu2O within a
48-atom supercell. No transition levels are designated for both Cu
and O antisites and the O vacancy see text for discussion. It is to
be noted that the reference VBM VBM
bulk see Eq. 1 has been cor-
rected, i.e., rigidly shifting to lower energies by 0.32 eV Ref. 14.
PAW-DFTPBE denotes the projector-augmented-wave method
with the PBE approximation to the DFT exchange-correlation
functional.









Cuioct a 0.98 1.47
Cuitet a 1.00 1.50
Oioct a 0.66 1.35
Oitet a 0.78 1.50
VCu b 0.45, 0.25
aRef. 14: PAW-DFTPBE.
bRef. 55: Deep-level transient spectroscopy. 0 /−1=0.25 eV is
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FIG. 6. Color online Oxygen-related defects: Spin densities
left panel and spin-resolved projected density of states right
panel are plotted for a Oioct and b Oitet. The magnetic mo-
ments on the oxygen interstitial labeled as Oioct and Oitet and its
nearest-neighbor Cu atom CuNN are reported in the parenthesis.
Copper atoms are shown as lighter orange spheres, and oxygen
atoms as the darker red spheres.
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are localized largely on the interstitial oxygen with its
nearest-neighbor copper atoms slightly spin polarized. For
Oioct see Fig. 6a, the local spin moment on the interstitial
oxygen is calculated to be 0.42B while its six nearest-
neighboring copper atoms are polarized slightly by 0.16B
each, giving a ferromagnetic ordering, with a total magnetic
spin moment of 1.38B. As for Oitet see Fig. 6b, the
interstitial oxygen has a spin moment of 0.44B with each of
its four nearest-neighboring copper atoms having a spin mo-
ment of 0.23B each. This results in a ferromagnetic order-
ing with a total spin moment of 1.36B. For both oxygen
defects, other atoms in the supercell are spin polarized with
not more than 0.02B. For Oioct in the neutral state, the
antiferromagnetic solution is found to be 17.6 meV less
stable than the ferromagnetic state and similarly, for Oitet in
the neutral charge state, the antiferromagnetic state is also
less favorable with respect to the ferromagnetic solution by
about 10 meV. The spin-polarized formation energy of Oioct
in the neutral charge state is found to be 127.3 meV more
stable than the spin-restricted value. For Oitet in the neutral
charge state, this difference is smaller, i.e., 54.7 meV.
This spin ordering is, in part, reflected in the spin-
resolved PDOS in Figs. 6a and 6b. Ferromagnetic spin
ordering is favored when a large number of electrons can
shift favorably to nonoccupied states over a small energy
difference. Hence, an important quantity for this occurence is
the density of states at the Fermi level, NEF.56 The Stoner
criterion for ferromagnetic ordering, 
SNEF1, where 
S
is the Stoner parameter, predicts whether the energy gained
through the exchange interaction by aligning a ferromagnetic
spin is larger than the energy required to reorder the band
occupancy.56 Thus, assuming 
S remains comparatively con-
stant for our system, the decisive factor in establishing a
ferromagnetic ordering will be largely played by NEF. For
both oxygen interstitial defects, the spin-restricted PDOS
see Figs. 2b and 2c clearly indicates a high NEF,
which in part fulfills the Stoner’s criterion, resulting in a
half-metallic character for the spin-resolved PDOS Figs.
6a and 6b, with the spin-up states predominantly occu-
pied. Characteristic sharp localized peaks deep in the VB at
−4 to −5 eV are seen for both defects, and are largely
attributed to the bonding states between Oi 2p and Cu 3d.
Turning to the charged defects, the total magnetic mo-
ments for both oxygen interstitial defects are reduced as
compared to the neutral state. The total magnetic moment for
Oioct in the −1 charge state is calculated to be 0.74B while
that of the −2 charge state is quenched, i.e., reduced to zero.
Similarly, for Oitet, the corresponding value for the −1
charge state is 0.75B while that of the −2 charge state,
unlike Oioct, is not quenched but takes a smaller value of
0.33B. The difference in the spin-polarized and spin-
restricted formation energies of these charged defects are
smaller as compared to their corresponding neutral states.
For Oioct in the −1 charge state, it is 60.2 meV more favor-
able in the spin-polarized form. Likewise, for Oitet, the cor-
responding value for the −1 charge state is 33.4 meV and
that for the −2 charge state is 7.0 meV.
Hence, summarizing the results obtained for the bulk na-
tive defects, one finds that, under both limits of growth
conditions, copper vacancies are very favorable even under
copper-rich conditions and is the main source of p-type con-
ductivity in this material. The concentrations of these defects
have been estimated to range between 21018 and
21020 cm−3.14 However, these copper defects are calcu-
lated to be spin neutral i.e., nonmagnetic in both the neutral
and −1 charge states, and therefore are not predicted within
DFT to contribute to the magnetism observed experimen-
tally. On the other hand, especially under oxygen-rich con-
ditions, ferromagnetic oxygen-related bulk native defects,
namely, the oxygen interstitials, have sufficiently low forma-
tion energy i.e., concentrations estimated to be only about
one to two orders of magnitude lower than that of VCu and
are ferromagnetically ordered. This seems to suggest that one
should expect measurable magnetism in bulk Cu2O, particu-
larly under oxygen-rich growth conditions. Nevertheless,
when nanoparticles 10–100 nm in size of Cu2O are consid-
ered, rather than simply considering bulk properties, what
happens at the surface of these nanoparticles becomes impor-
tant. Therefore, we now proceed to investigate how surface
native defects and microfaceted i.e., vicinal, high-index ox-
ide surfaces could possibly play a role in the magnetic prop-
erties of low-dimensional Cu2O nanostructures, especially in
nanothin films and polycrystalline samples.
C. Oxide surfaces: Thermodynamics and magnetism
In our previous study,13 we investigated both stoichio-
metric and nonstoichiometric low-index oxide surfaces,
namely, the 100, 110, and 111 surfaces of Cu2O. We
calculated the surface free energy for various surface termi-
nations and presented these energies as a function of the
oxygen chemical potential. We found that two surfaces, none
of which are stoichiometric: the Cu2O110 :CuO surface
which is terminated with both Cu and O atoms, and the
Cu2O111-CuCUS surface which contains a surface coordi-
natively unsaturated CuCUS vacancy, exhibit the lowest sur-
face free energy for the considered range of oxygen chemical
potential. The atomic geometry of Cu2O110 :CuO and stoi-
chiometric Cu2O111 are shown again in Figs. 7a and
7b, respectively.
In this work, we extend our study of oxide surfaces to
include high-index or vicinal surfaces, namely, the 210 and
311 surfaces of Cu2O. These so-called microfaceted oxide
surfaces can be considered as a first step to understand the
possible surface properties of polycrystalline Cu2O. More
commonly used to describe vicinal metal surfaces,57 vicinal
Cu2O surfaces could also alternatively be described by a
terracestep notation whereby the terraces and steps are
common low-index surface planes, in conjunction with the
commonly used Miller indices in this work. Thus,
Cu2O210 can be written as 2110 100, and Cu2O311
as 2100 111. This translates to Cu2O210 having two
repeating units of the low-index 110 surface on the terraces
and one unit of 100 at the steps. Correspondingly,
Cu2O311 will have two units of 100 on the terrace and
one unit of 111 at the steps. Adding on to this, the 110
surface is terminated with both Cu and O, while the 100
surface is O terminated previously identified as 110:CuO
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and 100:O, respectively, in Ref. 36. The 111 surface re-
mains stoichiometric. The atomic geometries of these vicinal
surfaces are depicted in Figs. 7c and 7d, respectively,
showing the corresponding low-index planar directions.
Upon relaxation, the atomic geometries of these surfaces
reconstruct to give a more compact surface structure. To dis-
cuss changes in the Cu-O bond lengths, the notation used for
the surface atoms is as follows: XnFY, where X is either Cu
or O, n is the number of neighboring atoms X is bonded to,
and Y denotes the geometric location of X, which could be a
corner C, step E, or terrace T site. The corner site is
defined as the intersection site of a step and terrace plane. As
an example, an oxygen atom fourfold coordinated to four
neighboring Cu atoms at a corner site would represented by
O4FC. Table III reports the average optimized bond dis-
tances between surface Cu and O atoms in the Cu2O210
and Cu2O311 systems. In general, the Cu-O distances are
contracted to give a more compact surface structure with the
exception of a few Cu-O distances which are stretched rela-
tive to the bulk Cu-O distance 1.87 Å.
Using the same approach of “ab initio atomistic thermo-
dynamics” as described in Ref. 36, we calculate the surface
Gibbs free energy of these two vicinal surfaces as a function
of the chemical potential of oxygen and combine the results
from our present and previous works in Fig. 8. Within this
approach, the surface Gibbs free energy, pi ,T is defined as
pi,T =
1
A	G − i Niipi,T
 , 6
where G is the Gibbs free energy of the system with the
surface area A and ipi ,T is the chemical potential of
the various species i present in the system, i.e., in this
case i=Cu and O. Ni is the number of atoms of the ith
component in the system. For ease of comparison, we have
only shown the most stable termination for the various low-
index surfaces, i.e., Cu2O100 :O, Cu2O110 :CuO, and
Cu2O111-CuCUS, from our previous work.36 To investigate
if Cu vacancies at the surface of Cu2O111 prefer to cluster,
we also performed an additional calculation with a larger
22 surface supercell of Cu2O111 and removed one
CuCUS, i.e., having a quarter of the surface defect concentra-
tion of Cu2O111-CuCUS. We find that, for the considered
range of oxygen chemical potential, the surface energy cal-
culated for this structure is much higher than that of just
removing one CuCUS from Cu2O111 see Fig. 8. This im-
plies that clustering of CuCUS vacancy is energetically fa-
vored, i.e., there is an attractive interaction between the sur-
face vacancies.
Regarding surface stoichiometry of the consider oxide
surfaces, we define RCu/O to be the ratio of the number of Cu
atoms to that of oxygen atoms in the surface structure. This
implies that a stoichiometric surface will have RCu/O=2.
Consequently, the oxide structures which have their surface
free energies plotted in Fig. 8 are considered oxygen-rich
terminated i.e., having more O atoms than the stoichio-
metric surface hence RCu/O2, thus showing a negative
slope. This indicates that these surface terminations are more
favorable in an oxygen-rich gaseous environment. Compar-
ing the results in Fig. 8, it becomes apparent that the vicinal
surfaces are not stable with respect to the previously identi-
fied low-energy surfaces—namely, Cu2O110 :CuO and
Cu2O111-CuCUS.
To investigate the depolarization effects at these oxide
surfaces, we calculate the work function, , for selected sur-
face structures, defined according to Eq. 7,
FIG. 7. Color online Surface structures of Cu2O: a and b
show perspective side and top views of Cu2O110 :CuO and
Cu2O111, respectively. c and d show the perspective side view
of Cu2O210 and Cu2O311, respectively, with the corresponding
low-index planar directions indicated in the lower panel. Copper
atoms are depicted as large orange circles, and oxygen atoms as
the smaller red circles. For the high-index 210 and 311 sur-
faces, the notation used for the surface atoms is as follows: XnFY
where X is either Cu or O, n is the number of neighboring atoms X
is bonded to, and Y denotes the geometric location of X, which
could be a corner C, step E, or terrace T site. For
Cu2O110 :CuO and Cu2O111, the surface unit cells are shown
in black lines while the repeating unit for Cu2O210 and
Cu2O311 are shown between the vertical black lines in the lower
panel.
TABLE III. Optimized average surface Cu-O bond distances,
dCu-O in Å, for Cu2O210 and Cu2O311. d in % is the per-
centage difference in the bond distance to the ideal dCu-O in Cu2O
which is 1.87 Å. For explicit meaning of surface-atom notation, we
refer the reader to the text and Figs. 7c and 7d.
Surface Cu-O bond dCu-O d
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 = V − EF, 7
where V and EF are the electrostatic potential at infinity
i.e., in the middle of the vacuum region of the slab and the
Fermi energy, respectively. The calculated values are re-
ported in Table IV.
The work function is a direct consequence of the electro-
static barrier induced by the dipole double layer at the
surface.58 The presence of highly electronegative atoms, such
as oxygen, at the surface especially for RCu/O2 increases
the contribution of the dipole double layer to this electro-
static barrier, making it harder for an electron to leave the
surface. This is reflected in the work functions of these sub-
stoichiometric surfaces which have values higher than that of
the stoichiometric Cu2O111 surface. Vicinal surfaces also
tend to have a higher work function due to complex surface
corrugations present at these surfaces.
We now begin to investigate the magnetic structure of
these low-energy surfaces. Having identified that copper va-
cancies in the bulk material is nonmagnetic, it is indeed sur-
prising to find that, by removing CuCUS from the surface of
Cu2O111, results in an appreciable magnetic moment of
0.91B, noting that the defect-free stoichiometric Cu2O111
is nonmagnetic. The spin-unrestricted surface band struc-
tures and spin densities for Cu2O111-CuCUS are plotted in
Fig. 9 with the projected bulk states shaded in gray. To ac-
count for the magnetic moment observed at this surface, it is
clear from the spin-restricted surface band structure in Fig.
9a that many highly localized surface states are found near
the Fermi level, indicating a possible Stoner instability. Thus,
taking spin polarization into account, the spin-up and spin-
down states are plotted in Figs. 9b and 9c, respectively.
The spin-up states near the Fermi level is fully occupied
while the spin-down bands cut the Fermi level, indicating
partial occupancy. This half-metallic behavior is similar to
that found for the oxygen interstitials in the bulk material.
This leads to the speculation that, perhaps on the oxide sur-
face, oxygen atoms might also be contributing significantly
to this total spin moment. However, from the spin-density
distribution Fig. 9d, the largest spin moment is not found
on the oxygen atoms but instead on the CuCSA atom, i.e., the
fully coordinated Cu atom in a slightly distorted O-Cu-O
arrangement. The local spin moment on CuCSA is 0.12B,
with the next largest moment also on the coordinatively satu-
rated Cu atom but in the second O-Cu-O trilayer. This is
clearly reflected as well in the projected spin-up and spin-
down surface band structures as shown in Figs. 9e and 9f,
respectively. The spin-resolved Cu 3d states due to CuCSA
are illustrated with dots showing the weight by dot size of
the contribution to the full surface band structure. It clearly
shows that the surface states near the Fermi level are domi-
nated by the Cu 3d states due to CuCSA with a larger weight
on the fully occupied spin-up states. Notably, copper vacan-
cies behave rather differently in the bulk and on the surface
of this oxide.
From the surface free-energy plot Fig. 8, we have iden-
tified that the CuCUS vacancy likes to “cluster” at the surface,
i.e., preferring a higher local concentration of vacancies at
the surface of Cu2O111. We have tested a possible antifer-
romagnetic solution by setting up a 21 Cu2O111 sur-
face cell and removed two CuCUS from the surface. An anti-
ferromagnetic ordering is set up by enforcing the one defect
site to have a starting spin-up magnetic moment while the
other having a spin-down magnetic moment. This structure is
then self-consistently relaxed to the magnetic ground state.
The surface energy of this antiferromagnetic solution is
0.9 meV /Å2 29 meV per surface unit cell less favorable
than the ferromagnetic solution. Hence, this surface structure
could be a likely source of ferromagnetism in low-
dimensional structures.
TABLE IV. Work functions, , for selected surface structures.
RCu/O is the ratio of the number of Cu atoms to that of oxygen






Cu2O210 2110 100 1.82 6.32
Cu2O311 2100 111 1.83 5.97
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FIG. 8. Color online Calculated surface free energy of various
considered Cu2O surfaces as a function of the change in oxygen
chemical potential, O, with the corresponding pressure bar lines
at T=300 and 400 K. Two competing low-energy structures
Cu2O110 :CuO and Cu2O111-CuCUS are found. Small vertical
arrows indicate the crossover point between the stability of these
two surfaces.
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Turning to the other low-energy oxide surface,
Cu2O110 :CuO is found to be nonmagnetic and thus does
not contribute to any surface magnetism. Referring to Fig. 8,
we find Cu2O111-CuCUS to be slightly more favored under
oxygen-lean conditions while Cu2O110 :CuO is slightly
energetically preferred under oxygen-rich conditions. The
crossover point between the two oxide surfaces, in the non-
magnetic case, is shown by the small downward pointing
black arrow on the right in Fig. 8. However, when consider-
ing the ferromagnetic Cu2O111-CuCUS surface, the cross-
over point upward pointing black arrow now shifts by
about 0.25 eV to higher oxygen chemical potential. This
translates to about an order-of-magnitude difference in the
pressure scale, highlighting the effect of how the magnetic
structure could possibly have an impact on relative surface
stability.
To provide a more complete picture of the possible con-
tributions to surface magnetism in this oxide, we investigate
the magnetic structure of the other high-energy low-index
and vicinal surfaces in this work, namely, the Cu2O100 :O,
Cu2O210, and Cu2O311 surfaces. We find that all these
three surfaces are magnetic as well and with magnetic
moments of 0.94B, 1.99B, and 1.97B, respectively. We
see that the microfaceted vicinal surfaces show a much
larger magnetic moment, possibly due to more surface dan-
gling bonds. The spin-resolved total DOS for Cu2O210
and Cu2O311 are shown in Figs. 10a and 10b, re-
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FIG. 9. Color online a The spin-restricted and b and c spin-unrestricted surface band structure of Cu2O111-CuCUS. Cu 3d states
due to CuCSA are shown in e and f, with dots indicating the weight by size of the contribution by CuCSA to the full surface band
structure. The projected bulk states are shaded in gray. In d, the spin densities of the surface atoms and their corresponding magnetic
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FIG. 10. Color online Spin-resolved total density of states of
a Cu2O210 and b Cu2O311. Half-metallic behavior is ob-
served for both high-index surfaces, resulting in a total magnetic
spin moment of 1.99B and 1.97B, respectively.
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the bonding O-Cu states −7 to −5 eV, nonbonding Cu
states −4 to −1 eV, and the antibonding O-Cu states
−1 to 0 eV. Once again, the spin-up states near the
Fermi level are completely filled while the spin-down states
are partially occupied, giving rise to a half-metallic charac-
ter. Although these high-energy surfaces are not thermody-
namically stable,kinetic hindrances affecting directional
growth rates could possibly promote the existence of such
surfaces in reality.
D. Environment-dependent nanomorphology
Having investigated both native defects in bulk Cu2O and
on its surfaces, we have identified bulk oxygen interstitial
defects and copper vacancies on Cu2O111, i.e.,
Cu2O111-CuCUS, to be possible sources of the experimen-
tally observed ferromagnetism in nanoparticles of Cu2O.31,32
Interestingly, it has also been shown recently that, at room
temperature, nanoparticulates 7–30 nm Ref. 30 of other-
wise nonmagnetic oxides, e.g., SnO2, Al2O3, or even CeO2,
are ferromagnetic as well as thin oxide films of similar ce-
ramic oxides.25–27,60 These experimental reports claim that
nanoparticulate, or thin film, forms of such oxides could pos-
sibly create the necessary defects and/or oxygen vacancies,
and this may be the main reason for undoped semiconducting
and insulating oxides to become ferromagnetic.60 In this
work, we have shown that perhaps there could be certain
truth in this claim.
According to our calculations, we find that ferromag-
netism in Cu2O, which is an otherwise nonmagnetic oxide, is
multifarious, i.e., originating from different sources either
the bulk or surface depending on the gaseous conditions it is
in. To illustrate this, we plot the Wulff-Gibbs construction
based on our calculated surface energies as a function of the
oxygen chemical potential and relate that to temperature-
pressure bars for T=300, 400, 600, and 900 K shown in Fig.
11. This is done by adopting the same approach of ab initio
atomistic thermodynamics as is reported in our previous
work.36 We express the surface Gibbs free energy as a func-
tion of the oxygen chemical potential, and relate the chemi-
cal potential of oxygen as a function of pressure and tem-
perature by the ideal-gas equation,
O =
1
2	EO2 + ˜O2p0,T + kBT ln pO2p0 
 , 8
where p0 corresponds to standard pressure and ˜O2p
0
,T
includes the contributions from rotations and vibrations of
the oxygen molecule, as well as the ideal-gas entropy at 1
atm. We refer the reader to Ref. 36 for more details and
definitions used in this work. We highlight that the scale for
the surface energies is kept fixed for this work, following
Ref. 59. In principle, this is not strictly required as the Wulff
theorem is only a “theory on shape” rather than size.
Under oxygen-lean conditions which corresponds to
copper-rich conditions, we find that the nanomorphology of
the copper-oxide crystal is dominated by the 111 facet. Un-
der such conditions, ferromagnetic behavior originates from
the low-energy Cu2O111-CuCUS surface, rendering it “sur-
face origin.” However, with increasing oxygen chemical po-
tential, the 111 facet diminishes and the 110 facet be-
comes more dominant, also making the crystal more
spherical in shape. Under oxygen-rich conditions, the pre-
dominant 110 facet is nonmagnetic but high concentrations
of oxygen interstitial bulk defects become more energetically
favorable, thus rendering the ferromagnetic behavior “bulk
origin.” From this analysis, it is now not difficult to under-
stand why nanoparticulate, or thin film, forms of metal ox-
ides exhibit ferromagnetism while their bulk counterpart
does not. Taking Cu2O as an example, we find that the pos-
sible crossover point between “surface-origin” and “bulk-
origin” ferromagnetism could be around 300–400 K at about
10−3–10−12 atm. If the Curie temperature of these nanostruc-
tures exceeds 500 K, perhaps this crossover point could well
be at ambient pressures.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Native defects in bulk cuprous oxide, Cu2O, and its sur-
faces have been studied by using first-principles calculations
based on density-functional theory. We considered copper
     
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FIG. 11. Color online Wulff construction of the Cu2O crystal
as a function of the change in oxygen chemical potential, O,
from oxygen-lean left conditions to oxygen-rich right condi-
tions. These shapes are constructed by considering the 11 ter-
minations for both low- and high-index surfaces and therefore
only reflect the relative surface energies of oxide surfaces consid-
ered in this work. Corresponding pressure bar lines at T=300, 400,
600, and 900 K are shown. For this work, the scale for the surface
energies is kept fixed Ref. 59. In principle, this is not strictly
required as the Wulff theorem is only a theory on shape rather than
size.
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and oxygen vacancies, antisites and interstitials, and the cop-
per split-vacancy defect complex. From the calculated for-
mation energies as a function of the change in Fermi level
under both copper-rich and oxygen-rich conditions, we found
that the simple copper vacancy has the lowest formation en-
ergy under both copper-rich and oxygen-rich conditions and
it is nonmagnetic. The formation of copper vacancies act as a
shallow hole-producer and accounts for the intrinsic p-type
semiconductivity in Cu2O. This is further enhanced by the
fact that potential hole killers such as the oxygen vacancy is
only stable in the neutral charge state, hence not being able
to compensate the holes produced. Other potential hole kill-
ers such as the copper interstitials and copper antisites have
high formation energies and thus have very low defect con-
centrations. Under oxygen-rich conditions, oxygen intersti-
tials both at the octahedral and tetrahedral sites have com-
paratively low formation energies and are found to couple
ferromagnetically with a large magnetic moment of 1.38B
and 1.36B at the octahedral and tetrahedral sites, respec-
tively. Considering the possibility of defect formation at the
surface of this material, we investigated the relative stability
of both low- and high-index copper-oxide surfaces by com-
paring their surface free energies as a function of the change
in oxygen chemical potential. Two low-energy surface struc-
tures, namely, the Cu2O110 :CuO under oxygen-rich con-
ditions and Cu2O111-CuCUS structure under oxygen-lean
or copper-rich conditions, were identified. Using the calcu-
lated surface free energies of the considered low- and high-
index oxide surfaces, we performed a Wulff construction and
found that the dominance of the 111 surface decreases with
increasing oxygen chemical potential. Cu2O111-CuCUS is
calculated to have a total ferromagnetic spin moment of
0.91B while Cu2O110 :CuO is found to be nonmagnetic.
Hence by analyzing the nanomorphology of Cu2O, we found
that surface magnetism, originating from Cu2O111-CuCUS,
dominates at low oxygen chemical potential while at high
oxygen chemical potential, low-energy bulk defects, namely,
oxygen interstitial defects, could possibly induce a ferromag-
netic behavior in Cu2O. This result highlights the comple-
mentary role of bulk and surface native magnetic defects
under different pressure and temperature conditions, espe-
cially at the nanoparticle scale where surface properties
could dominate.
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